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About This Game

Snapshot is the tale of a lone robot lost in an abandoned world. Armed with only his trusty camera, Pic sets forth on his great
adventure. A camera might not seem like enough for a puzzle platforming adventure, but this camera is different from most: It
has the ability to capture and remove from the world the very objects that it photographs. Not only that, but it can also use its
powers to paste the photos it took back into the environment! Everything that the camera captures is perfectly preserved, and

when the photos are restored the objects are restored with it. On top of all of that, this amazing camera can also rotate the
photos before they're pasted. Take a picture of an incoming fireball, rotate it and paste it to send it flying into a wall of heavy
boxes to knock it out of the way. See what kind of crazy things can happen to Pic with his awesome (and probably magical)

camera during the adventure of his life!

Key Features:

A unique photography mechanic

Over 100 different levels of platforming and puzzling.

4 distinct environments to explore.

Secrets and time trial challenges for every level.

Hand crafted high resolution graphics.
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Title: Snapshot
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Retro Affect
Publisher:
Retro Affect
Release Date: 30 Aug, 2012

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS:Windows XP

Processor:Intel Core 2 Duo

Memory:2 GB RAM

Graphics:nVidia 8800 GTS or Equivalent

DirectX®:9.0c

Hard Drive:500 MB HD space

Sound:On Board Soundcard

English
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Amazing use of core gameplay elements. Soundtrack is stellar. Kyle Pulver steals my heart again.. Why isn't this game better
known, it's pretty good. Quality game. Requires wit and reflexes.. A unique platformer based around copying and pasting
objects to reach the goal. Copying an object in motion allows you to toss it when pasting, allowing for some creative solutions
and speedruns.. A peace of a mesterwork, i enjoyed playing! An Awesome idea, Awesome that you are a robot. 8\/10. BUY
THIS GAME!. @start was vey good but then it became boring :S. Snapshot is an easy but fun game to play. Very easy to play.
There is no action into the game, it's about finding the right spot and mostly not so hard. The perfect game for children that like
a challenge.. Simply: Awesome!. What a clever little game. Snapshot puts you in control of a little robot who has the ability to
take pictures. These pictures have to be used to solve small puzzles and find secrets.
It controls extremely well, and looks great in motion. The art is just adorable.
If you, like me, love games with (some sort of) innovation make sure you play this one. It's well worth your time.

[Rating: 76\/100]. fun for does who like to think a bit and take pictures ;> didn't regret that i bought it :3
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Game is simple but not easy jump and collect pass-your-free-time-and-relax type of game. Its worth a while.

To access your bought soundtrack on PC find your steam folder (C:\\program files\\Steam), then find folder "common" in
"Steamapps" folder. In "Snapshot" folder there will be folder "Soundtrack" with your music. I could not find other way to access
it.

Enjoy!. But First.... Let me take a #Selfie. Unfortunately there's too many things designed poorly to make this game fun, despite
the idea behind it being fun itself.

To enter a doorway, you *have* to press S (the down key), which no other platformer does (it's usually their Up key, or even
Jump), once in the air, you have absolutely no control over your trajectory, which makes quite a large number of puzzles
exercises in jump-fail-instadeath.. It's a flash game.. At first seemed like an average platformer, but there is actually a lot of
emergent gameplay and depth. Some level designs were a little unclear (a small flaw), but overall really great game. Respect.
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